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Background for Consultation-1/2
 Less Number of Wi-Fi Hotspots in India compared
to Europe.
 Tedious Authentication process.
 Cumbersome Payment procedure.

Background for Consultation-2/2
 Consultation paper was issued on “Proliferation of Broadband
through Public Wi-Fi Networks” on 13th July 2016 to Identify
major issues in proliferation of Wi-Fi.
 Workshop at Bengaluru on 28th Sep 2016 in collaboration with
IIIT Bangalore to explore various models of public Wi-Fi that
could address the resource gap in terms of delivering public Wi-Fi
in remote areas.
 Consultation Note on 15th Nov 2016 proposing an architecture for
Public open Wi-Fi
 Explore the roles of different stakeholders
 Explore viable models

Recommendations
 Recommendations on “Proliferation of
Broadband through Public Wi-Fi Networks” on 9th
March 2017.
 The recommendations are aimed to
 Offer a seamless experience to end users,
 Unbundling of Authentication, Payment,
Hardware and Software
 Reduce cost of providing Wi-fi services in
the country leading to proliferation of
broadband services

Recommendation & Rationale:
Active Infrastructure Sharing
The DoT may amend the terms of the ISP license to allow for sharing of
active infrastructure, in line with the Unified License. Further, the
Authority recommends that a clarification be provided in respect of all
license categories, that sharing of infrastructure related to Wi-Fi
equipment such as Wi-Fi router, Access point, and backhaul is also
allowed.

• The present license conditions allow sharing of active infrastructure and roaming only
under the UL, CMTS, and the UASL agreements.
• Similar arrangements between ISPs have not happened for need of a license amendment.

Recommendation & Rationale:
Limitations on Spectrum Availability
The DoT may re-visit the TRAI’s earlier recommendations and consider
de-licensing spectrum in the 5.725 - 5.825 GHz spectrum band for
outdoor usage, and expedite decision on allocating E-band (71-76 GHz
and 81-86 GHz) and V-band (57-64 GHz) to service providers.

• DoT shall release larger quantities of unlicensed spectrum (as has been done
in many parts of the world) for better quality of service and reducing the
strain on existing networks.
• De-licensing certain additional spectrum bands could catalyze market for
public Wi-Fi services.
• Enable delivery of Wi-Fi services to the last mile, including in remote and farflung areas.

Recommendation & Rationale:
Issues with the UL-VNO License
Subject to the DoT’s agreement with the Authority’s interpretation, the
DoT issue a clarification in respect of Clause 13(1)(xxii) of the UL VNO
Guidelines, specifically clarifying that there is no exclusivity requirement
upon UL VNO licensees for internet services i.e. a UL VNO can parent to
multiple NSO for providing Internet service.

• The clause generally allows VNOs to have agreements with one or more NSOs, except
where the agreements are for the purposes of access services and such services that
need numbering and unique identity of customers.
• Internet access services do not typically require assignment of unique identity to
customers, nor do they involve adherence to any uniform numbering system.

Recommendation & Rationale:
Authentication & Payments
Existing requirement of authentication through OTP for each instance of
access may be done away with. Authentication through eKYC, eCAF and
other electronic modes be allowed for the purposes of KYC obligations. In
consultation with the security agencies, DoT may consider authentication by
MAC ID of the device or through a mobile App which stores eKYC data of
the subscriber and automatically authenticate the subscriber

• The authentication process for connecting with a public Wi-Fi is cumbersome and
inflexible.
• The suggestions are aimed to make the payment process more frictionless .

Recommendation & Rationale:
Import Duty on Wi-Fi Equipment

The import duty applicable upon Wi-Fi access point equipment be revisited
in coordination with the Ministry of Commerce. This will reduce cost of
providing Wi-Fi service in the country leading to proliferation of broadband
services.

•Basic Duty-10%
•Countervailing Duty- 12.5%
• Special Countervailing Duty -4% are applicable on imports presently.

Recommendation & Rationale:
Framework for PDOs

A new framework should be put in place for setting up of Public Data Offices (PDOs).
PDOs in agreement with Public Data Office Aggregators (PDOAs), should be allowed
to provide public Wi-Fi services.

• Increase number of public hotspots
• Make Internet service more affordable in the country.

Recommendation & Rationale:
Framework for PDOs

PDOAs may be allowed to provide public Wi-Fi services without obtaining any specific license
for the purpose. However, they would be subject to specific registration requirements
(prescribed by the DoT) which will include obligations to ensure that e-KYC, authentication
and record-keeping requirements (for customers, devices and PDOs enlisted with the PDOAs)
are fulfilled by the PDOAs.

• This will encourage village level entrepreneurship and provide strong employment
opportunities.

Recommendation & Rationale:
Framework for PDOs
Authentication through eKYC, eCAF and other electronic modes be allowed
for the purposes of KYC obligations cast upon PDOAs. This would enable
PDOAs to obtain eKYC information and automatically authenticate the user
device based on parameters such as the device’s MAC ID or through a mobile
APP, which will store data required for authentication of the subscriber. This
will further improve user experience.

• This would enable PDOAs to obtain eKYC information and automatically authenticate
the user device.
• Will further improve user experience.

Recommendation & Rationale:
Framework for PDOs

PDOAs be allowed to enter into agreements with third party application/ service providers
for the purposes of managing authentication and payment processes. Appropriate guidelines
may be issued.

• Encourage innovation in authentication and payment processes resulting in ease in
access of the Wi-Fi services.

WANI Mission
• Establish an Open Architecture based Wi-Fi Access Network
Interface (WANI), such that;
– Any entity should easily be able to setup a paid public Wi-Fi AP. The
Experience for a small entrepreneur to purchase, self-register, set-up
and operate a PDO must be simple, light-touch and maintenance-free.
– Users should be able to easily discover WANI compliant SSIDs, do one
click authentication and payment, and connect one or more devices in
single session.
– Providers are unbundled to eliminate silos and closed systems. This
allows multiple parties in the ecosystem to come together and enable
large scale adoption.

Objectives of the pilot
 Demonstrate that unbundling of services reduces rework, speeds up
development and hence is the most effective way to tackle this complex
problem.
 Prove that Multi-provider, inter-operable, collaborative model increases the
overall innovation in the system, dismantles monopolies and encourages
passing of benefits to end user.
 Jointly develop a business model that fairly allocates value to each provider.
 Fine tune the technology and finalize the specifications based on pilot.
 Test out integrated payment methods such as coupons (purchased using
cash by user or gifted to user), credit/debit cards, net banking, e-wallets,
and UPI.

Objectives of the pilot
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Players in the ecosystem
PDO/PDOA
Hardware/Software/Service Provider
App Provider
Central Registry of Providers

WANI Architecture

Registration
 PDO/PDOA completes Self-Registration with Provider
Registry using their public certificate (for signature
validation). They also register their WiFi APs, SSIDs,
and locations.
• User App provider is also registered with Provider
Registry along with their authentication URL and
public certificate (to validate their digital signature).
• User completes one time KYC with App Provider
through their App. User App caches trusted SSIDs from
Provider Registry from time to time.

Usage
1. User opens the App and browses for nearby WANI compliant SSIDs and then
chooses one SSID to connect to.
2. Wi-Fi Captive Portal of the PDO initiates user authentication with App
provider backend using the token passed from the app.
3. App provider backend returns a signed user profile token back to Wi-Fi
Captive Portal.
4. Wi-Fi Captive Portal displays data packs available with their charges. User
selects desired data packs, click to confirm.
5. Wi-Fi Captive Portal sends request for payment through their payment
gateway.
6. User completes payment.
7. PDO activates all device MAC-IDs that were part of the signed profile and
allows them to connect to the session without additional authentication.
8. User can begin browsing.

Hotspot Discovery
 User App should allow users to discover nearby WANI compliant Access
Points by detecting nearby SSIDs and verifying the MAC-IDs against the
SSID Registry.
 In addition, optionally user App can provide location specific searches and
allow users to discover “nearby” Wi-Fi hotspots without being the Wi-Fi
range. SSID registry can be cached locally by app smartly for doing location
level searches.
 App should also optionally allow users to save “favorites”, “most recent”,
etc. for easy selection of regular connections.
 In addition, ideally App may also provide easy sorting and selection of
access points based on the “Tag” attributes such as when AP is available,
average speed, rating, etc. This allows users to select best AP within
available selections.
 App must provide a mechanism for users to rate the access points and
providers.

Authenticating User
 Whenever users want to connect to public Wi-Fi hotspot
using this scheme, they can open their App, browse WANI
compliant Wi-Fi hotspots and click connect.
 App creates a token which needs to be passed to Wi-Fi
Captive Portal.

Benefits
 Unified architecture for user KYC and authentication
 User can use any preferred app for discovering and connecting
to any WANI compliant hotspots with single-click
 Allows user to pay cash or any valid electronic payment
mechanisms including upcoming UPI e-mandates
 Allows any entrepreneur to create "Wi-Fi in a box"
software/hardware stack
 Allows any SME or local entities to set up public paid Wi-Fi
hotspots using the Wi-Fi in a box package
 Allows last mile connectivity to be bridged in India
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